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PREFACE

This Paper was requested by the Office of the Assistant Secre-

tary of Education CASE) as part of the work of The Rand Corporation's

Center_for Educational Finance and Governance. In light of Congress'

deliberations on the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act, ASE wanted to provide policymakers with information

about recent-research findings concerning the effectiveness of fed-

eral programs. Based on Rand's Change Agent study as well as other

relevant research, this essay analyzes past federal policy and sug-

gests steps for-improvements.

Our Rand colleague John Pincus and Mary Moore of ASE made help-

ful comments on an earlier draft of this manuscript. Responsibility

for the data and interpretations offered in this essay, of course,

remains with the authors.
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SUMMARY

ThiS essay has two purposes--(a)ato providi federal policy makers

.--twith information about recent research findings relevant to federal .

support for improved educational practice, and 1b) to recommend changes

in existing federal educational policy in time for the 95th Congress'

deliberations on the reauthorilation of the-Elementaryand Secondary

Education Act. The essay first examines the sources of ineffectivehess
,

in the past decade's educational policY. It then suggests premises

about the structure and behavior of school districts (LEAs) and state

educational agencies (SEAs) that could be used as operationaT'DOnciples

in- the construction of federal policy. Basedon thesa.premises:'fhis. r"

paper closes with broad recommendations,for new federal programs and for

modifications to existing federal policy.

SOURCES OF INEFFECTIVENESS IN PAST POLICY

Past federal policy failures can be traced to three sources: un

realistic expectations; incorrect assumptions about local school district,

behavior, and poor implementation. First of all, federal policy had

unrealistic expectations about the extent to which schobling can be an

effeCtive agent of social reform, about the time needed to produce sig-

nificant change, and about'the degree of federal leAterageover local

school district behavior. These problems are serious, but they do not

imply that the federal government should relinquish its newly legitimized

role in public education. The real lesson is-that the federal government

must identify ways to adjust policy within the constraints of the educa-

tional system.

Second, federal' policy often seemed to embody misconceptions about

the reality of school districts and the factors that produce change in

their organizational and educational practice. Three such assumptions

were:

1. Improving educational performance requires innovative

educational.technologi-7s. 1
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2. Improving educational performance requires the provision of
4' A .

414,flasing "inputs" to school districts.

i

3/1./) mProving educational performance requires a project focus
. .

V d f

or federal funds. 1

1 '1" ' .

) ir

r
-./

/ vow. -.
Re ar0 finding- show that he policy guidelines and procedures based

, . .

On/these tech76cratic, missing inputs, or'project assumptions are not
,

sufficient tos produce consistent educational improvement.
,

I Third, federal programs have suffered in implementatton, particu-
.

, larIy in administration and in relationnetween levels of goverment.

The administrative problems reTecl.the incremental, disjointed, and

almost ,apologetic fashion in which federal edudatiOn policy has been

*de in the past decade. 'Fedefal goalS'add objRCtives typically have

been articulated in vseries of disparate (and sometimes Ohemeral)

/categorical programs. USOE, which impleffients these programs, comprises
/ ft

funcoordinated fiefdoms that sometimes' work at cross purposes. Moreover,

-relations between.federal, state, and local agencies hale suffered'

because federal management strategiefs have overemphasized uniformity in

the adminjftration of policies.

Although these sources of fede al policy ineffectiveness are se-ics,

thrv_bn be amelioraXed without sig0ficant increases in federal a- ,nd

fflthout the, development and dissemi ation of more new educational ec--

nologies. "Solutions" to these'pro hems require a variety of shor--

long-run measvres. In the short term, federal agencies need to ir:rcve

their own management peeformarice and to assist SEAs and LEAs in irg

theirs; in the.long term, the relationships among federal, state, nc

local education,agencies ought to evolve toward a more coopera-ive

of federalism.,
N

REORIENTING FETRA_ -1)LTT:OW,L POLICY

The resear'th terF,.:.11-,-1, suggests a number/of premises abo_t
.

structure an'' be or and SEAs that can be used to
w
iCr -T\

r

both leveragf pc an 7.raints for federal policy. Thes

could serve , - inciples in reorienting f deral

policy. These

I.



1. Localism. The, outcomes of change efforts are primarily

determined by local decisions and CoAditions. Those local factors can
;-

be influenced only i 'rec'tly.,by federal poll.Cy inputs such as money

. and 'new educational -methods. In addition to the abilities and motiva-

tions Of:Studehts, the primary factors affecting outcomes are

o ottke tbilities and=metivations of teachers-

o PartfcfPatiOtiof:feachers in-project decisions

o district staff assistance ar'd development strategies

o leadership af school principals and p.r fct,directers

o district support for the change effort,i

o district managem4nt capacity.

Federal policy ha.& to 'address thee factors in order to improve educa-

tional performance.

- 3

2. Stages in Local Chan§e Process. Federal policy has typically

focused on proirlding incentives for the adoption of change efforts

the local change process consists of two additional stages that F

pi-cta- to both short- and long-run educational outcomes.- The

stager .'zation (which includes_adoption), implementc nc

z:not ization. Mobilization is essential because the cr

effo ely,to be perfunctory unless the school district .

prc:- ng planning and gene fates broad-based support at out-
.

se. -=station matters because educational outcomes ult-777--fly

de teachers carry out change efforts in their class-7-7s.

ization- -when a change effort becomes a standard of

ions - -is pivotal because change_efforts; even st.

d r 7isa3pear. Federal policy could increasellits influence or

ca- oval :comes if it could- positively affepail these stages, not

tne firs

Schoc Districts Vary in Institutional Motivation and Cap jty.

,Var a:oss school districts has long been appreciated, but its

mos- TlificE .t aspects have not beenTecognized. Federal policy takes

vari lity ir:o account somewhat by adjiissting otherwise uniform formulas

for A'parameters as size, high cost students, etc. Beyond such



quantitative characteristics, however, the main institutional feiturg

affecting district educational performance are the dlstrict:s-manage-

ment capacity and motivations. To influeve.these features., which vary

considerably for districts having similar demographic and spcioeconDmic

backgrounds, federal policy may,have to pursue differentiated strategies,

either directly or operating thhough SEAs.

4. School Districts Need Adaptive Implementation Assistance.

School districts need assistance to implement change efforts effectively;

hdwever, such assistance e should avoid the mistakes..r)f; )ast decade's
N

technical assistance ith its reliance c n -,rojects.

Instead, assistance s ould be loyoader ga.17.ed. Th fc ^w 'g ch- Acter-

istics define adaptive *assistance:

o Systemic focus-'-the 'target" r

efforts should be, the local

'ndividual teacher, school,'(. LC

.eneral -ssues of management

roblens such as reading scores.

ontinng--implementatio; assistar:..J shou c red on

steady bass, not just at the outset of a ;-_IL 17E. Mange of'

Practi-inner-based--implerentatton assistant' sh A be 7rc-
)

vided by local or regiona- resource personn,,,

Process-orientediiplemertation asSiT.tanc "DU suppc-,

local efforts to identify and carry o t so)u- ,on: rather

than importing external solutions; it should riot co-opt oppor-

tu les for local personnel to "learn-by-do'ng.

5. SEAs Are'llest 5"Uited:to Influence and to Prcild Opportune

Assistance to lEAs. D spite significant weaknesses .:rricnc SEAs, they,

rather than federal gencies, have the pctentill to supply support and

assistance of the type implied by'1tie preceding premlses-Adut school

districts. Federal policy should continue to expanc 17.:, operational

use of SEAs, /

6. SEAs Vary in Their. Administrativ, Capacity. departments

education diffet in their administrative capa(ity as ell as in their



. motivation to implement federal policy or to influence school district

,behavior; HoWever, federal policy generally treates the states,uni-

formly. This seems both ineffective and inefficient. Federal policy

sliould'develop differentiated/strategies toward SEAs.

7. Many SEAs Require Further Administrative Development. Although-_
the SEAs',administre development has r-ogressr] rapidly the

passage of ESEA,

LEAs_ Unless th

mentation of fecerc

to improve SEAs' adm

These premises

often neglected or,:

suggest that local

policy focus; -,that

lepartments inaffectyal it nfluencing

is changed, ,..;Fr- 1,reliance on imple-,

bei4t. Federal po-icy shduld aim

'a capacity.

.-7tention to a- -.hat federa i cy has-
,

leas: treated as Jary. For ,e, they

tics = projects.s7- not be the federal

al :orsiderations improving zne,_:nange

process within sc' --...1cts should --,cedence over past

concern with impr Aucat':onal product: at federa evalL.ators
i

-. .

.

should expect 4t ':it.r-age the adaptatior Tiange effcts,.That.the. ,

federal governme7 ou-d p-orote local ir-:i- tional dev,alcpment-in--

addition to more __ L,eted p7-,ject approaches, ind that feder-a. legisla- b
_

tion should estabsn ways 73 provide more.dit-erentiated and flexible

support to -state departments of education and to schodl districts. In:

short, these Ptemises suggest a shift in the federal roletoward educa-

tional change, one which m'ght well imply a strengthened role for site

educational agencies.

These principles paint An the direction of a flexible federal role

that aims to facilitate local, change efforts,Jrather than control them.

The long-term goal would be to encourage an increasing number of school

districts to develop the initutional capacity for `improving their own

performance. Ideally, fedy-al assistance would diminish over time, and

federal 4eadersliip would be exercised.by setting national, priorities

and by strRngthening the natural linkages'aMonj school-di§tricts and

among SEAs.

The states also would have to be more flexible and responsive to

local needs and conditions than before. Indeed, i.f the: States could
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nurture local district development, they would provide the key to long-

term prospect's for educational improvemerit. Despite the progress states

have made in the past decade, fewSEAs presently are caliableiofpandling

a more demanding role. It would appear that federal educational policy

should aim to strengthen the administrative capacity 'of"SEAs -(without

making them agents of the federal government within unreceptive state

gcvernments). The exercise of federal leadership would lie in fo%Xering

,irterdependent--rather than either autonoMous or-hierarchial--relationships

among federal, state, and local levels so that the inevitab-Abargaining

and conflict among theselctOrs'could be conducted within- a cooperative

framework.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Cooperative federalism cannot b Mandated. On the contrary,, this

goal can only be achieved by an evolutionary process comprised of specific,

mostly incremental changes to the existing eduet1961 system.

. earlier analysis of federal policy ineffectiveness as well as the above

premises suggest the_following priority areas for concerted federal-

change.effotts: I -

o local staff's ability to implement change

o LEAs' management capacity

o SEAs' administrative capacity

o' links Ilmong LEAs, SEAs, and federal agencies

o OE's'administrative capacity

AttentiOn to these priority area would -hold the promise of'improving

the performance. of the'eduCational system.in the short teromalile moving

-toward the longer run ideal ff cooperative federalism.

The following broad recommendations are aimed at strengthening

federal pdlicy in each of the aboVe areas. They all'consist of incre-

mental changes that'cOuld be implemented without cassive infusions of

additional 'federal funds. The recommendations tontaimbidelines

policy designers, bbt do not.dearwith specifics that-can only, be

developed by legislating, administering, and implementing policy:

l'O



--Recommendation 1. The federal governlent should establish an

Area.Cooperatives Progrqm that would provide assistance to

school districts for the implementation of a broad spectrum of

federal programs (e.g., Title I or Title VII of ESEA), state

reform efforts (e. a., 'change in financing, in early childhekod
>-

education, or in spec-tal education), and local chango4efforts

*(e.g.,-desegregation or adjustments to enrollment decline): The

Area'Cooperatives would be staffed by prrctitione'rs on "leave"

from school districts within a regional, cluster. The progiicarz.

would be funded by the federal government and administered byr-'

the Stdtes who would help establish the Area Cooperatives and&

insure that they\follow a set of principles embodied in federal

legislation. These principles are:

a. Area Cooperatives should be administered as'a separate

and distinct program with prescribed funding levels.

b. Although Area Cooperatives would necessarily be affili-

ated with stategovernments,.they should have no regu-
.%

latory function--i.e., they should not engage in such

state activities as data collection for evaluation nor

° provide inputs for specific programmatic decisions.

c. Area Cooperatifes should offer compreFiensig service.

d. A ea Cooperatives should have'a broad-based Governance

truQture.

e. Area Cooperatives should provide for.the needs of admin-

istrators as well as teachers.

_Recommendation 2. The federal government should es44blish a

3istrict-based Professional Growth program for the purpose of

developing school districts' capacity to provide staff development

,,on regular basis. The program wokticl be funded by the federal

government and administered by the States, who' would develop funding',

cmx7rd, aid evaluation procedures based on federal gvidelines. These

guidel nes shkuld incorporate the following principles:

a. States' awards to `school districts should be used to

/.1

4.
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. . .

develop the district's capaci-ty\to provide staff develop-
. .

.

ment. : , I

b-. Administrators should be explicTtly included in the staff

. . -
. . .

,
%

development programs.

c. Staff development efforts should have a school Site component.

d. Staff development programs for a local sChool district should.-- '

have joint governance; teachers and administrators should, have

equal.voice,:in determdning the nature, format an4frequency of

"-staff development activities.
_

, .-A .

e. Staff development programs-'should provide some time

for-participants.-
-

,
.

,1

-

f. Staff development programs'should contain multiple and differ-
, . .

entiated options.

Recommendation 3. 3. The federaii government should revise ESEA

Title IV to strengthen the administrative rapacity of SEAs so

that they can more effeptively inPuence LEA educational,perfor-

manPe. The following prin4les should be used:
.

a. The federal government should require matching funds.Jor at

least part of the Title IV funds. allocated for strengthening

the administratiercapacity of SEAs. Federal technical assis.='

tance efforts could promote more effectiveuse_of theses.

"strengthening" funds.

. The Title.IV-tate Advisory Group.membership should lr*Adsed

to include expertise in the manageme,it of change.

c. State. Plan requirements should be revised to emphasize a
o

flexible, iterative plannidgTrocess.

. State -Plans should be extended. to a peria of three years.

e. States should key their awards of Title IVC funds to the

nature of,the local innovative'process by-awarding three types ,

of grants--a planning grant of one year-duration am imple,-

mentatiod -grant of two to 'three years duration; and an idcorr

poration grant of two years duration.

4
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Recommendation 4. Fede sral'agencie should develop accounting
.

.- ., . .

- and.p;rogrammatic control procedures that pertit the integratfOn.
*

. .

----of federal and state (or locaZ) categorical. funds.
*

I
The essay discuses thelbasis for each i-ecommendation,alld presents

details of the, prihciples,that could be used to design the pertinent

:federal legislation and gbidelines.
: .

_

4
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I. 'INTRODUCTION

Historian eventually may view the decade of educational reform,

which' began with the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Edvation.

Act of 1965 (ESEA), in a different light from present-day social

planners. Ratification of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

-of 1965 signalled a new federal interest in educational change. ThiS

new federal role was' -born both frOm concern that particular student

groups, such as the disadvantaged,-receive-tpecial attention'as well

as a belief that additional resources could promote mor4-effective

educational services 'Tor all the nation's scnoolchildren.

Seen from the perspective,,of national policy makers, federal

efforts to stimulate educational change have been disappointing."

Although evaluators of federal pro'rams may disagree about questions

of evidence and measurement, no analyst seriously contends that these

programs have produced the massive improvement in student-achievement

or other student outcomes that were forecast durindmore optimistic

times. The track record casts doubt about the effectiveness of federal

intervention in reforming elementary and secondary education and about

the wisdom of any continuing federal role.

.,The picture looks less bleak, however, when placed on a broader

canvas. The debates of the '5Qs and_ '60s over the propriety of federal

'aid to education have now faded into the background. The federal role

has been legitimized and federal aid is -a. now relatively stable \7 to

8 percent of national spending on elementary and secondary education.

Moreover, some favorable consequences are noticeable. Such federal

programs as Title I and Title VII have distributed-supplemental re-

sources to needy students and school districts. And, perhaps more

significantly, the federal emphasis on equal educational oppo'rtunity,

career education, innovations, and so on has influenced the priorities
4,1

of local,and state education agencies as well as teacher colleges and

book publishers. The:federal government has, in short,- partly filled

the vacuum of leadership in today's education system.

The balance between these negative and positive aspects of federal
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a

efforts is hard to judge, A skeptic could argue that, notwithstanding;

some helpful marginal effects, the-general ineffectiveness of federal

Kograms argues for a sharply reduced federal, role. Our understandirig'

of the reasons for the ineffectiveness of 'federal programs leads us to

a more hopeful

Past programmatic failures can be traced to three. general sources:

unrealistic\expectations, incorrectAssumptions about local school

district behavior, and poor implementation. We believe these problems,

which the next section discusses in detail,.can be amelldrated without,

significant increases in federal aid and without the development andr,,

dissemination of more educational technologies. In our view, the_

solutions_require.a variety of short- and long-run measures. In the

short term, federal agencies need-to improve their .ownmanagement per-

formance_and to assist SEAs and LEAs in improving theirs; in the long

term, the current relatiuships_among federal, state, and local levels

in the education system ought to evolve toward a-- more cooperative form

of federalism.

A fundamental reworking of the federal role ifn education is pos-

sible at this-time because most major pieces of education legislation

face reauthorization in 1978. The 95th Congress thus-has an opportunity

to play a role in education policymaking similar in significance to.

that'of the 89th Congress in passing the Elementary and Secondary

//Education Act of 1965. But whereas the initiatives of the 89th Congress/

were based more on the hopes andexpectations of:reformers than knowl-
,

edge_of the education system, the deliberations of the 95th Congress

can'be informed by the lessons of the'past deca6.

In light of these delibe'rations,the'061ce of the Assistant '

Secretary of Education (ASE) requested thiS eSsay, its purpoSels to

provide policy makers with information_abbut the findings and implica-

tions of Rand's research on federally supported Change Agent pr6jects
*

and on the behavior of local and state educational agencies.

;'

The findings of this research, sponsored by the Office of Educa-
tion, are reported in eight volumes.under the general title, Federal
Programs Supporting Educational Change, The Rand Corporation, R-1589-HEW.
.A second Rand research study, sponsored-by the National Institute of

16
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In the course of preparing this 1.,,HIcr, we interviewed many local,

state, and federal education officials. We solicited their opinions ,

about.thejmplications of our research 'and the dppropriate'direction

for federal policy in order that our recommendations would be grounded

in the political as well as the-substantive real' of education policy-
,

making. Officials felt this essay would be most -ful,to theM if it

focused on three areas--what went wrong with pa -ral policy, what .

operatiOnal principles shOuld be followed in de policy, and

'what specific' programmatic changes or addition federal pOlicy-

makersconsider.

AcCordingly, this essay begins by identif main sources of

ineffectiveness in the past decade's education, cy. The critical

problem was Poor implementation of federal lnit _ .es at all levels

of the educational system. Consequently, we will diagnose weaknesses

in policy implementation, rather than treating the .01icy's program-

matic content. Moreover, our analysis of what went wrong will imply

that the road to educational improvement does not lie in minor adjust-

ments to current policy procedures or in more of the same, policy of

supplemental -funding, _new technologies, and technical assistance. In-

stead, better policy execution is-needed, and this requires a basic

reorientation of the federal role in education--a'neW -point-of_view.

The final chapter suggests some building blocks for constructing a re-
,

vised federal role by outlining operational principles about LEA and

SEA behavior toward planned change efforts. In addition, we close

with programmatic recommendatiofis that are derived from or are consis-

tent with the operational principles.-"These recommendations provide

concrete illustrations of how federal policy could be changed in the

short run to contribute to the future development of a more effective

federal role.

Education, focused on the operations of five school districts; this
study, which is not yet published, will be rEferred to as Berman'and
McLaughlin, Adaptation With and Without Change (draft), 1976.
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'SOURCES OF INEFFECTIVE! PAST POLICY

If federal educational policy during the past decade consisted of

,r one unequivocal law administered by a single-agency that had ,relatively

. constant leadership which issued consistent and cOheren',. guidelines, it

would be easier to pinpOint what went wrong. Instead federal "policy"

encompassed many pr^qrams that,reflected many "policies" and many

actors. ,Some proc, --, seemed sensible, even. in retros-ec and
1,

numerous official ed hard to:carry out their idr 'rietheless,
0

the overall peric marked by confusidn, instabil. .,,,_ mnsider-

\
able uncertainty J:bc.., the effectivenes of federal programs and the

.role'df,USOE. At the risk otislighting he ideas and efforts-of con-
,

scientious offiCials, we will focus on the. difficulties, not the'

successes,. Moreover, for the Sake of .simplifiitatior. this section

will draw negative lessbns somewhat more sharply then they,merit and

speak of federal policy as a whole rather than as the disjointed and

complex reality it was.

The "ineffectiveness" of federal policy stemmed from three sources:

unrealistic expectations, faulty assumptions about school district be-

havior, and poor implementation.Although these problems occurred to-

gether, each will be,discussedoin turn.

UNREALISTIC -EXPECTATIONS

One reason fOr-pol-icy__"ineffectivenese was the setting of.un-
.

reasonable goals, a failing that is obViOn7 1ml-the...record of overblown
1

, .

rhetoric and eXaggerfeed expectations of the 60's. Rathe thin repeat

;1.tlisitell7knOwn history, this r..P'i'l"' analyses the major respects in

4:whi.6&fede "1-;.policy (not just the rhoitOY,mif the policy's supporters)_

dealtib. a'listic expectations..
. ., e

First of all, federal reform policy 'overestimated the extent/to

which tchooling could serve as an effective agent for-social reform.

For example, both, proponents and critics of ESEA Title I assumed--

particularly in t
1 .

he early years--that compensatory education strategies

could contribute significantly to "equalizing" the life opportunities

18
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of advantaged and disadvantaged youngsters. Yet, short ofdrastic .

change in the U.S. education system, there appear to be limits on how

much public schooling can change students, either absolutely or rela-

tive to other social influences (e.g,, the family, peers, or the

economic system). light of these limits, it be:omes essentiE- fbr

federal education policy to aim for lesS and to'IY'Ase

istic goal's such as'"etiminating illiteracy by-1984 (Right-to-

program) are not only patent] unrealistic, they also give insufficient
/'

direction_ to those responsible for implementation and,set thestage\ffor

yet another "failure." ThiS lesson of not overpromising seems to.have

been learned. Indeed, At may have'been learned too,welT. The current

trend seems to be toward retrenchment and caution An educational, policy,

.which may be an understandable reaction to past excses. /Yet, it is

perhaps better to seek goals that'are somewhat beyond reach, proVided

that shortfalls are not interpreted as total failures, than to neglect

significant problems in the educational system. Twa stepsthe initial

setting of more realistic goals, and the upward or downward adjustment

of federal objectives and expectations in response to evidence about

success or failure--might help smooth out the swing betWeen goals that-
.

are-excessive and those that are to modest.

Second, federal policy makers tended to underestimate how much

time is required to produce change in the educational system. Our

research suggests that any significant innovation or new project at

the local level takes about two years to "get off the ground," another

two years to be fully implemented, and an adait, Al one or two years

to produce a stable effect on student outcomes. To this five or six

years in the school district, one must add the time required for new

goyernment programs to take shape and reach stability at the state a

federal level- -from two years (e.g'., Career Education) to five years

and beyond (e.g., ESEA-, Title VII). It takes, in sum, on the order'of

seven years before the educational effects-of a new-policy can be

tested. For example, it has taken almost ten years for issues of com-

pliance and program administration to be'resolved for ESEA Title I.
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But federal policymaking-pften 'did not show that much 'patier--. What-

ever other nrohlems -Tich feder11' programs as,Model ( ti ( Eduia

Professi, y have had;they did rat long

to prove

Third 'makers overestimated the inflt,.,.nce that

federal in erstate education agenc and local schoo

district i

disincepti

?s. s assumed that the range

itMederal funds 'afford

of.ircentives an,

d'con%iderable

.direct levH ever and locatactivities. In fact, it'pro:i

lmited leve .. not unusual in tile-early years, fo- e'

for schoc i

. similarly, tle pr-

vi8ory Councrk-i

districts accositEA1

sense --namely, fec2r

children. However)

use ,Title I fulOs fbr thejr own genera

fUnctiOnof many Title) mandated !Mr

Attempts to monitor cr hold

Titlg).projeets were effective or

unds now do seem to be allocated to

little consistent evidence thi,

penditure of more mom, on Title eligible youngSters has roc

led to more effective services for this target group. On the c.

the research evidence strongly indicates that change in' school cistr-L.
0

practice depends on local choices and factors that can on' be wily

affected by federal incentives. In sh6rt, federal

be adjusted '-'the reality Of limited federal infL

Tn s ,y, federal policy reflected unrealist 3ipectations about

the extent to which schooling Can be an effective a9,2nt of school --e-
1

form, about the time needed to produce significant change, and about the,.

degree to which federal incentives provide leverage over local school .

district behavior. These problems are serious,-but they do not imply:

that the federal government should relinquish its newly legitimiZed role

in public education.i' The real lesson is that t .federal government

msut learn to adjust policy within the constr nts of the educational

system.

__._FAULTY ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT SCHOOL DISTRICT BEHAVIOR-

The unrealistic expectations about the federal leverage over
cr.

20
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loc 'or were symptoms of a second and more fundamental problem:

fe e- x icy often seemed to be-based on misconeepticinp about;the

r if school districts and thejactors that produce change in

organizational and educational practices. 'Correct* assumptions

dna, of course, automatically' improve policy effectiveness

-.ause, as the next section details, the policy may be poorly:imple-

[314 faulty assumptions-- indeed even one faultjassumptido

among otherwise gOod ones--,can-lead to ineffective and often counter -,

productive programs. This section analyzes various assumptions thal

-pearch )aschown to be.faulty eN/N though they were evident i a

ff-,rent federal programs. . We will firs statk the e-

of r,ssumptions, trying hard tote fair to them; th

Ay these assumptions failed to be accurate.

1: . Educational
.

Improvement Requires. Innoi

Technologies. The adoption by, the natio;:

'terns of neW technologies (curricula, teaching praci

fool management, etc.) would to improved student per-i

formance. One stream in this technoiogical approach holds,

for example, that variability and general inefficiency in

teaching performance could be corrected by the developme of

"packages" of-curricula and classroom management practi(

that would be "teacher-proof."' It is assumed that techr logica

innovation could be produced effectively in educational esearc-,

and Development Laboratories or by documenting "exemplary"

projects in school districts. Once-produced, the main" problem

would be dissemination, i.e., having schools adopt the new

technologies.

The Change Agent Study put these technological assumptions to a

direct test. We tried to determine/Whether there was a significant

We recognize that most federal programs contained a mix of real-
istic and unrealistic assumptions; therefore, our discussion.should
be viewed as an attempt to characterize the prevailing thrust of the
pasted secade's federal effort rather than-a an analysis of any partic-
ular,program.
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relationship between the type of educational met' used opTI ah pout

300 inn6ativ projects funded by four federal pr --ahr and several

measures Of.pr je4outcoWle (includincl student'rer=rir -e in .the

studv's' second! hase). We found nor..

p'articular type of eduOation..: :e,

fr district ,to district) lead to lh
44

mei- = had'been-previously tested

e adoo+-

nese findings -may be challr

con. istendt w--th 'our cas

in give- the cAsiderabl( ce nE

ea :ory of federallfunced prc uni

typically -was implemetedcL r d'ffrer

.istriOts, indifferent sthools with dh h cis t,
ven in different classrooms within the same Morecver

projects that were "packaged"--tht p :esc Ares fo

ors and projeCt directorsln ways hat prec (IL th 'nn:

.tion to the conditions of the locE et no-- -CC

be implemented effectively. This evidr-lce as
**

strongly suggest that of n Auc7,- .)nal

r. is been misaiderstoo The 1:op-- 1 o- :er"

loations may be an impor a tdrivAiel n u. ssf p anned

change. But; by itself, the adoptici of be ch of o does

nct invariably Or automatically resLit ii setter stucent.performance:

how the innov tion is implemented matters s muc: as and often muc'.9

more than, wha it

Assumption 2. Educational Improver t Requires the Provision of

Missing "Inputs" to School District. It is assumed that school

*
P. Berman; E. Pauly, Federal Programs Supporting Educational

Change, Vol. Factors Affecting Chang(- Agent PrOjects, R-1,589/2-HEW,
The Rand Corporation; April 1975; P. Berman, M. W. McLaughlin, Federal
Programs Supporting Educational Change, i FatorsAffecting'
Implementation and Continuation, R-1589/7 EI The Rand CorporatiOn,
April 1977.

* *
See M. Fullan and A. Pomfret, -2s-L- -9von Curt': lum and

Instruction Implementation," Review of ZdL, :lonal Res -12, Vol. 47,
No. 2, Spring 1977, pp. 335-397.
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districts wou

awareness o

Need is tr

informati
,

I

gL.

4'4, 4

'rm themselpqa if hart more monez,, ; reater

, or.incr4w

"input'' .ipptempht fe 7Z funding,

1,io,ns,' or ten 2.al'assista

kn(-)w-hr7,' , The

A

0evite,th of the' mis!

generally wo;...ke ap :an.''Neither

,por more techn:c a:sist themseL

ledueatiOnal practice. Th 1,ange'Agent

forms ofsoutside_aia have t had much 1-

thatspell the difference Awen succes

innovations.

rn particuK

emphasized theee(

1eral effort

'ool distr-

nput apprpch:', has not

mbney,

Ive`consistentl, improve,0

-ch-suggests wh :thek.

-e on the local 'actors
)

allure of elhc tional,

eminate infor-Ation

,fart e-Of inno-

vations. If tly_, pr o'eF )nly one of .t:ing :o zdopt

new educational practice is away ness i surely it call.

Adoption, however, -s buy 'irst step local pi- 3 of imple-

menting an innovat-Dn. Re -t_suggests t7;1-. effectiv fetentatiqm

is more likely 'f,,loRti^n done in la "proCem-solvir inner, which

requires thatschoc their needs ard then see, utions to

them, But most feaeral iss. ,ination efforts only made ciscricts aware

of new educational r oducts, of aware of their own needs. Unwittingly

federal policy-thus fueled the preoccupation of the-1960s with innova-

tions for their own sake. ]

Mbreo4fer;'research has shown that the,awareness needed ,t6 make new

educWtional practices work goes much deeper than inforMation afforded.

by visits to Educational Fairs or by the reading of project pamphlets.

7o 'overcome implementation difficulties, local project staff must adapt

the innovation to their own conditions. The relevant information for

adaptation'is best Supplied to local implementors as they run into

problems. Such information is, in brief, about the process of imple-,

mentation, rather than about,the characteristics-of .the innovation,

as usually supplied in federal technical assistance and information

' efforts.

Practitioners id policy makers alike cite "money2 _as another
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.

missing input preventingmore effective^ educational performance.

Although we cannot address generEil, issues involving the 'equitable

distribution of riatipnal funds, our research did examine the role

-Dlayed by federal- funding in stiMulafig-eduCational 'change. Federal

:unds allowed many districts to) undertake .aCtivitiesrthercould' not
.

)therwise.support For examp4, 'Title'II) fundS- have been use to .

,

expand teacher-initiated.pilot pl-oject for more'genaral use in AIs-

o

trict operations. Federal-grants als& s rued as "start -up" funds for

new teaching practices, rrrany of whichArequired,sulislantjal

06vestment in hardware or'staff development. In many cases, howeVer;

federal grantwere significant because-they.bestowed legitimaCy on

local projects gpve them theourp of."speCial status," and provided

some measure of "protection" o n politically contr versigl or peda-.

gogically untested educational practices.
,.

Yet the record of thevway school districts used federal grants.

is spotty: Many projects were started simply for, the purpose of re-

ceiving federal largesse and, as far as we cbuld tell, without any

real intention to deal with local problems.,, The result of this be-

havior, which we call opportunism, was,predictable; opportunistic '

projects were usually poorly implemented and almbst always disappeared

with the last federal chick. Projects taken seriously by district

offiCials and school stiff generally avoided the non - implementation.

typical of opportimitic projects, But even effective implementation

did not always mean achievement of the longer-term federal objective

or promoting stable change in local practices. T end of federal
,

.

funding generally resulted in a reduction of resources for most proj-

ects, particularly expensive ones. For example, innovations that had

used soft money to reduce the student-to-adult ratio (e.g., by hiring
4

aides') were cut back to live within the distritt budget. Many di45-
7

tricis complained of insufficient resources to_carry on project activi-

ties and to make necessary replacement of project staff. But financial

difficulties involved questions of budgetary allocations that. could`

have been foreseen and planned for from the protect's inception. .How-
.

ever, few districts in our sample adequately prepared themselves for

A

24
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'sustaining or spreading tile changes resulting from even successfu y

finplemented projects.
i '

.

4

..' Ili summary, federal funds.can 5timUlate the adqptio'n off' projects

that are generally ¶n accord with leional phorities. But adoption
1

.5.

assires neither effective implementation.norlong-run Continuation.!

A new`Tunding strategy is needed if federal grants are:tosignifi-

cantly affect those local choices anetopditions that deter e the

implleMehtation:and,continuation of planned change efforts.'

--/:--Technical assistance, the third missing input, starts from a
'.

correct premise -- school districts needbelp. However,t the various

federal programs generally have failecko provide relevant4asSistance

or have given the right assistance'in the Wrong way. For instance,

some assistance has been narrowly technical and overly detriled,

usually because it essentially tried to replicate Juccess that occurred

elsewhere. This excessive specificity did not help local project
4 .

staff, who either dismissed the "assistance" or found it unworkable.

The underlying problem in this approach to technical assistance

resembles difffulties er7c4Mtred in the technOcratic approach: the

innovation is thought \of as a product rather 4.,as a process re-

quiring adaptation.

Another related problem concerns how assistance has been given.
,,,

For example, outside experts have often been hired with federal funds.

However, our research shows that,putsi6 experts were typically ig-.

nored as being too abstract or too unaware of local problems. Even

when teachers saw them or other forms of outside assistance as rele

vant, the local staff tended to rely so heavily -on these "ibputs" that

they were unable to adapt the projectiOle their own needs. In short,

federally supported assistance efforts often were ineffective because

they did not deal in an adaptive way with the concrete problems facing

local staff. Insof as assistance remains an "input," rather than an

integrate component of the implementation pro it cannot achieve

ttVeduc44tional improvement that federal planners anticipate.

Seg Berman M. W. McLaughlin, rograms Supporting
,Educatiopal Change,VoZ. VII:, Factors ecti> g Implementation and
Continuettion, R-l589/-HEW, April 977,f

c.
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, ,'Assumption 3: A
_

Improving Educational Performance,Re ire4,a
,..

Project Focuv. It *1 assumed that reform can best be echf.eved
. .,,.

N,,

by promoting projects of an experim'en4z1, .trinlemnstration,

or categoricvl natore_ In light 'of` the relatliveZy: w pel,.cen6ige-,

that federal fUnds represent ;localof local .and-stat-e, School,exnehdih-
_ .

. . , --i--.,. , .

_
tures,s6Me policykers. belLe ve 6lide ral government can

(-
moximi2e its leverage on thenatidn'ssehdOl, districts by con-

. .

,
cehtrating federal aid on dis o proje'ets,,4nd-s.pre4dig ted6rai ,

resoui,ceo as widely (and as politicany'representat6eZy)- as 'r

,possible. The federal project focus is-presumed to haVe.three

advantages: (1),- the., of categorical programs are4more

likely to benefit from the srvices, '(2) proj'ect change of a

narrow nature appears Mom feasible than systemic change in .

school districts, and (3) improvement if school performance is

best accomplished, b'1 attacking each discrete problem (egiial

opportunity, reading, etc.) independently because problems of

Schooling consist of, discrete, identifiable .issues.

Both the technocratic and the missing inputs approaches typically

had a project focus. Thus, their inadequacies obscured the serious

difficulties implied by relying on projects as the vehicle--typically -

the only vehicle--for, change. Rather than reiterating the difficulties

inherent in a technocratic or missing inputs,approach, the following

discussion considers only effectively implemented projects and examines

why,the project aproach usual-ly did not satisfy federal goals.

The Change gent study found that effectively implemented projects

were often not continued after the end of federal "seed money." Dis-

tricts start projects for many reasons--e.g., to solve an educational

problem, to take advantage of the availability of extra. twits, to
,

relieve political pressure from local constituents, or to accommodate

staff desires. Whatever the initial reasons are, district officials

must take a variety of steps to assure the project's survival when the

federal funding'period clos, s. In particular, they have to make the

project part of the loc systescr that itis not vulnerable to budget

cuts, changes i4 poi' 'cal pressures, 6P,pers7.1nnel turnover. Most

2
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.

districts in the Change Agent sample did not take the necessary actions>:

consequently, many projects--even highly successful ones--were short- ,

* -

lived. The problem of sustaining change in educational practices thus

depends on the willingness and capability of the school system, not

simply on the project's resources or personnel.

A second deficiency of the project focus arises from the "loose-

coupling" of school systems. Change in one aspect of schools or of

schooling can occur wi h ut affecting "Other aspects. For example,

Title I projectsprOv-dfng remedial help in elementary school may haveP°
no effect on ftactftes in junior high school, even ,though the Title 1

children are still disadvantaged and still underachieving. Similarly,
4

projects dealing with one aspect of the curriculum may have little to
* .,,,

do with other aspects. Moreover, a successful Rroject in one school

usually does not influence other practices i

1
n other;schools, In short

many targeted projects are partial attacks on problems that require

broader treatments, and a project focus can exacerbate the tendency
.o

for change to be isolated and/thus'more or less random within school

districts.

Ironically, a third difficulty with the project focus is Oneffi-

ciency, /Proponents of the project focus argue that a concentrated

el-fort economize on personnel andLresource§ (as well as.providing an

accountable and emons6rable product). However, theChange Agent

study found that staff development activities and regular oi.'d.fs-

,trict specialists were associated with effective implementation and A

co\IV,nuation of change efforts. These factor§ are, however, most

efficiently supplied AY the district's development of its capability

to service many projects, rather than by'each project individually.

Yet we found few districts that, had seriously invested in staff devel-
.

opment and specialists. They tended instead to rely on di out

special project,resources, which were usually inade ate to c

both the capit 1 and continuing posts of st velopment; or, they '

sought,outside funding, which seldom was available. The result, was

that federally funded projects' created a demand for staff develop

Ibid. .

2 7
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and specialists, but neither the projects nor the districts generally

'provided adequate support. The result was ineffective project imple-

mentation and .a short proj t half-life.

These argUments do n imply that all projects, should be eliminated

in favor of, for example, eneral aid. Categorical projects can serve

an important political function in school districts, and non-categorical

innovative projects can help stimulate grass-roots change. But they

need.to be buttressed by systemic,or institutional level assistance.

Thus far, federal policy has done little to help develop the institu-

tional capacities of school districts.

In tummary, federal policy generally has followed one or more

faulty assumptions implied by technocratic, missing inputs, or project
z

approaches. These misconceptions resulted in &icy guidelines and

procedures that, however well intended, simply1 _failed,to produce con-
_

sistent educational improyement. /

POOR MACRO IMPLEMEUTA'fION

The district-level implementation discussed above can be called

micro - implementation. Implementation also involves carrying out

federal policy from the time it becomes law untilWederal guidelines

-and practices-are established that affect local school district opera-

tions. We call this federal level protess macro- implementation, which

is the subject Of this section and a third sourte,of federal policy

ineffectiveness. Macro-implementation of federal education policy in-

volves both OE's administrative efforts and the relationships with

other levels of government in,the educational policy system--in partic-

ular, with the states. The past decade's record in bbth areas- -

administration and intergovernmental relations--demonstrates severe

implementation problems.

The administrative problems that/have plagued implementation at

the federal level reflect the incremental, disjointed, and almost

apolotetic fashion in which federal education policy has been made in

the past ten years or so. Federal goals and objectives typically have

been articulated in a series of disparate (and sometimes ephemeral)

categorical programs. The institutional structure charged with

e 2
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implementing these programs, USOE
A-

reflects this program fragment4tiol.

USOE's organization comprises a series of fragmented fiefdoms that are
.4i

not coordinated and sometimes' - actually work at cross purposes.*

This legislative history, coupled with the absence of an "inte-
**

grating mechanism" or coordinating unit at the federal level, has

resulted in programs that neither build on theexperience of past

initiatives nor reinforce the activities and goals of other federal

education/efforts. Such compartmentalization is not only inefficient'

(i.e., staff in many programs are worrying about similar issues such

as staff training), but it also has fostered the *perception among

state and local practitioners of federal priorities as disjointed and

ephemeral.

Administrative effectiveness at the federal level has also been

hampered by overemphasis on matters of administrative control. Federal

fascination with administrative control and ovrsight has created at

least NO serious obstacles to effective USOE program implementation.

One, it has meant that USOE staff have been. so embroiled in the day-

to-day operation and oversight of administrative machinery that they

have had little time to attend to broader (and substantively more

important) program issues. Bushels of required state and local evalua-

tions, for example, arrive at USOE but busy program staff rarely have

time to examine even a representative sample. Even specially commis-

sioned federal studies, issue papers and task force reports remain

unread and so cannot influence the direction of federal policy or
***

program management.

(

*
Local practitioners cite, for/example, the seemingly conflicting

. objectives and guidelines of ESEA Title VII Bilingual Projects and the
Office of Civil Rightsin their efforts to ensure equity in loeal
education practices (see R-1589/6-HEW). Or, participants in the NIE-
supported Teachers'. Centers express bewilderment and concern at their
apparent disenfranChisement under the regulationsiof the new OE-
administered Teacher Center program.

**
See Martha Derthick, The Influence of Federal Grants, Harvard

Unqersity PresS, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1970.
***

One veteran USOE official commented that ",things_have gotten
so bad that we have actually considered hiring someone to come in and
read these reports and tell us what is in them--what they recommend."

29
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USOE staff absorption with administrative oversight also has

reinforced the relative isolation of federal managers from the reality

of program operations. This isolation undoubtedly has contributed to

the unrealistic assumptions and expectations discussed previously, and

compounded, the lack of trust that characterizes relations with state

and local education agencies.- For example, many practitioners believe

federal policies are inappropriate in large part because "they don't

.
understand what our situation is."

'Another characteristic of federal'policy that sometimes impairs.

state and local implementation is its emphasis on uniformity. Although

uniforM administration of grants'and programs has a clear political and

bureaucratic rationale, there are costs interns; of federal policy ef-

fectiveness. For example, these policies typically are calibrated 'on

the "lowest common denominator", more effective state and local agencies

are penalized; less effective agencies, on-the other hand, have little'

incentive to strengthen their operations. For example, at least two

states were compelled to scrap their own (more progressive) comprehensive

planning initiatives.in order to comply with the guidelines issued for

the administAtion of ESEA Title IV. Similarly, the present debate

over the proposed handicapped legislation suggests that the present

guidelines conflict in some respects with existing practices in some

of the more progressive states. For example, Massachusetts has insti-

tuted legislation intended to curb negative labeling of children, and

thus the categorical identification of special service children.-

P.L.94-142, however, requires states to report eligible children by

type of handicap. Florida is also a case in point, where the federal

formula contained in P.L. 94-142 works at cross-purposes with the state

formula for providing services to the handicapped. There is alsO

evidence that Title I requirements have suppressed the development of

state and local compensatory education programs--namely, some state

and local officials believe that the headaches and inefficiencies

30
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inherent if present Title I "commingling" restrictions would be too

great if they started their own programs. Standardization of federal

policies also has led to inappropriate policies. Staff of bilingual

1 programs in the West and Southwest, forexample, have long complained

that the federal regulations were written with the East in mind and

hence are not relevant to the quite different bilingual population in

their areas.

In summary, certain federal-level administrative practices--some

the result of politica) necessity and legislative mandate--have operated

to impair implementation of federal.education holicies at the state and

local levels.

CONCLUSION

The ineffectiveness of the,past decade's reform efforts can be

traced'to three general sources at the federal level--unrealistic

expectations, misconceptions about LEA and SEA behavior? and macro--

level implementation difficulties. Although we discussed theseprob-

lems separately, they occurred together so that each difficulty exacer-
c

/

//
bated the others. In a larger sense, these difficulties, either

separately or taken together, imply a more basic concern: the federlal

role in improving the performance of the complex American educational

system needs.rethinkino.

31
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III. REORIENTING FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL POLICY .

A,general challenge confronting federal planners is to develop

more realistic expectations about the limits as well as the possibili-

ties of federal policy, to establish better assumptions about SEA and

LEA change processes, and to implement federal programs more effectively.

More fundamentally, these chthiges imply an important reorientation of

the federal role in improving educational perfopmpnce, which should

begin with a clear understanding of existing relationships among

federal, state, and local educational agencies.
1

- Accordingly, this chapter draws -on research evidence to propose

premises about the structure and behavior of LEAs and SPAS that are

relevant to federal change efforts. The premises identify both leverage .

points and constraints for federal policy. Jhey constitute operational

principles that could be used in constructing federal programs,. This

chapter also recommends, on this.. basis, new federal programs or modifi-1

cations of existing ones. The recommendationsoare guidelines for policy

designers, but do not deal with specifics thaltemerge Trom legislating,

administering, and implementing policy. We hope that tkis essay will

convince the reader that a different point of view about the relation-
\

ships-among federal, state, and local educational agencies is needed

and is feasible.

OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES ABOUT SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND STATE EDUCATIONAL

AGENCIES

The Change Agent study as well as other research over the last

decade has developed empirical hypotheses about the way school districts

respond to chage efforts. Fobr propositions besi,summarize this

research:

1. Localism. Local decisions and conditions, influenced only

indirectly by federal policies, determinevthe outcomes of change ef-

forts. ¶he primary factors affecting outcomes, besides'the abilities

and motivations of students, are:

32
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the abilities and motivations of teachers-

o participation of teachers in project decisions

o staff assistance And development strategies employed by

the district A

o leadership of school principals and project dire9tors

o district support for the change effort

.c, district management capacity

Federal policy has to influence these factors in order to improve

educational perforrance. ,t /TT
J

2. Criti ,Stages in Local Change Process.. Federal policy ha
AV'

typically focused on providing incentives for the adoption of-chang

efforts, pit the 1°61 change process consists of two additional stages'

that atre pivotal to:both short- andlonR7run educational outcomes. The
.:,

three states are mobilization (which includes

r
option), implementation,

Adand institutipnaZi*ation. MoOlization is mportaRkbecause unless th7,-:>

school district undertakes a problem-solving type of, planning and gene-

-1
rates broad-based support at the outset, the change effort is likely to

0
-_,I. be half-hearted and short-liyed. Implementation matters because educa-

tional outcomes ultimately depend on how teachers carry out change et.-

forts in their classrooms: In itutionalithio, which is the stage

when a change effort becomes a s andard part of disitric operations,

ispivotal because change efforts; even successful ones, tend to dis-'

appear. Federal policy eqUld increase its influ3nce on educatiOnal

outcomes if it could posiMelii, affect al,Z these stages, not'just oee

first.

3. School Districts Vary in Institutional Ittivation and Capacity.

Variability across-school districts has long been appreciated, but its

most significant aspects have-not been recognized. Federal policy

somewhat takes variability into account by adjusting otherwise wilform

formulas for such parameters as size, number 'of students of a certain

type, etc. Beyond these numbers, however, the district's management

capacity and motivations are the main institutional featureS'affecting
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district edUcationST4 1performance. To influence these features which

vary considerably among apparently comparable districts, federal policy

may have to pursue differentiated strategies, either directly or

throdgh SEAs.

a

PITt4. School Districts.Need Adaptive I mentaiion AssfstATIET-----

-- School, districts need assistance to make cha ge efforts work; however,

such assistance should avoid the mistakes of,the past decade's fechnical

assistance with its reliance on technology, inputs, and projects. In-

stead, assistance should be broader gauged and include:

4.

/
,.._,

o Systemic focus--the-local school district '(not the individual

teacher, school, or ptojectsaloneLshould be the "target" of

implementation assistance; it should focus on general issues

, of the management of. change, not simply-on discrete problems

, such as reading' scores,.

o continuing--implemeritation-assistance should be offered on a

steady basis.
ti

o Practitioner- based-- local or regional resource personnel should

provide implemeritation assistance. 41/

o- Pi,:ocs-oriented--implementation assistance should support /

local efforts to identify and carry out solutions, rather

than importing solutions from outside; it should not co-opt'

opportunit ies for local. personnel to 'learn-by-doing::

0 .

These four ptemis s described o9 pp. 18:20-locali/G7 stages of

change, district variab.lity, and addptive implementatioA assistance

?
direct attention to ina eguacies in federal policy. For example, they

suggest that local adoption of projects should not be the sole federal

policy focus; that droving the change process within School districts
9

should take precedence over Oast federal concern with improving educa-,
tignai'produtts; that federal evaluators should expect and encourage

the adaptation or change effPrts: that the federal government should-

promote local institutional development in addition to more targeted

prdject approaches; and that feral legislation should establish ways.'

34
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to proVide-more differentiated and flexible support to school dis-

tricts. In short, these premises suggest a shift in the federal role

toward the process of educational change, which might well imply a

'strengthened role for state educational agencies. 0

State departments of education'are necessary partners to

federal government.' Both legal custom and practicality descr be a

majdr role for SEAs in interOretingjederal ,intent, monitoring_, local

projects, and providiq guidance and assistance, et SEAs have beeri'w

olseen as'the "weak link" in the federal-state-1 a1 chain of policy

implementation. Furthermore, federal policy has not been enough

concerned with strengthening SE4)apacity. Instead, most federal

policies dealt with the'states only incidentally (e.g 4, ESEA Title 1),'

or have bypassed it altogAter (e.g.; ESAA,ESEA Title VII, and ESEA

Title III, Sec. 306). Federal agencies have'Minimi4d the state role

because of Washington's impatience for "results," and because of the

. perception that SEA involvement would impair program implementation
?

at the local level. In the short run, this maybe true. But,:in.the

long run, any significant increase in the general effectieness.af

federal education policy is likely to depend on the extent to which

SEAs can provide guidance and support to the LEAs. Specifically, we

believe federal policy should be based on the following' operational

principles:

1 SEAs Are Best Suited to Influence and 'to Provide Opportune

Assistance t6 LEAs. Despite significant weaknesses among

SEAs, they are better suited than federal agencies to supply

support 'nd assistance of the-type implied by the preceding

premis s aboutschool districts. Federal policy, should make

more and more use of SEAs,

2. SEAs Vary in Their Administrative Capacity. State departments

of eduCation dirreil their administrative capacity as'well

as in their motivation to implement federal policy or to in-

fluence school district behavior. As we disCussed, however,

federal policy generally treats the States .uniformly, which
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seems both ineffective and inefficient. Federal policy

should develop differentiated strategies toward SEAs.

3. Many SEAs Require Further Administrative Development. Al-

though SEA administrative development has progressed rapidly

since 1965, many state departments remain ineffectual in

influencing,EAs. Unless this situation is changed, AnCreased

federal reliance on state implementation will be futile.

Federal policy should aim to improve SEAs' administrative
4

capacity.

Although the above premises support the recent federal policy of

greater reliance on states, they imply a stronger role for SEAS than

federal legislation now contemplates. Indeed, taken together with

the principles about school district behavior, they suggest a basic

,..-4orientation of federal policy.
,

3

These principles point in the direction of a flexible federal

role that ims to facilitate state and local change efforts, ratherEthan con rol them. Thelong-term goal. would A to promote a situation

in which more school districts and state jepartments develop the in-

stitutional capacity to'improve their owr performance. Jhus,44elly4

federal assistance would diminish over time,- and the mucnneededifed-

eral leadership would be exercised by setting national priorities and

by strengthening the natural linkages among schobl districts and

among SEAs.

State activity also would have to be morR flexible knd respon-

sivesive to local neaS' and conditions than it has been. In ee , the

ability of the states to nurture school dist5ict developmen would be

the key tR long-ter, prospects for educational improvement Despite the

stride's stefies have made over the past decade, few SEAs are presently cap-

able of handling a more substantive role in assisting districts: It would

thus, appear that federal educational policy, should aim to strengthen

the admini trative capacity of SEAs (without making them agents of the
*

federal gov nment within an unreceptive'state government). . The

-4

It is nwt unusual for SEA officials in charge of specific' federal -'

programs (e.g., Title I) too use federal .pegulattons as a means of re-

maining independent from their chief, state school officers or.g legislatures.

(Th 3 6
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. exercise of federal. leadership would lie in fosteringdinterd ent--.

rather than either autonomous or hierarchical -- relationships

federal, state, and loc 1 levels so that to inevitable bargaining and

conflict among these ac rs coul0 be conducted within a coollerative

frameWork. tir

RECOMMENDATIONS
%

ryCoope te federalism cannot be mandated, butOnly achieved by
t

an evolution process comprised of specific, mostly incremental

changes to the existing educationa) system. Concerted federil change

.effOrts hold the possibility of improving the performance of the educe-

tional system in the short term alongthe following lines:

o local staff's ability to implement change

o LEAs' management-
')

o SEAs' administrative capacity

o links among LEAs, SEAs, and federal agencies

o OE's administrative capacity

e remainder of this essay offers four recommendations aimed at

strengthening federal Policy in each of the above areas; they all con-

sist of ,incremental changes that could be implemented without massive

infusions of additioDat federal funds.

The first recommendation, an Area Cooperatives Program, is some-

wOat experimental, although it is consistent with the findings of the

Change Agent Study. It aims to satisfy the need for more effective

ancrefficient local implementation assistance and, at the same time,

to enhance the natural linkages among school districts. The second

recommendation, District:Based Professional Growth Program, proposes

a waY\to promote districts' long-run capacity to improve their educe-

tire' performance. T e third recommendation involves revisions of ,

ESEA Title IV, and off s a series of steps to strengthen the adminis-
,

trative capacity of S As as well as furthering a more differentiated,

For an extended 'discussion of cooperative federalism, see H
Seidman, Palitics,(TDsition an Power: The Dynamics of Federal 0,..n-
ization, Oxford. University Pre New York, 1970; and J. L. Sund.uist,

Makind'Federdlism Work, The Bro Trigs Institution, Washington, D.C.,
1964.
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.

intedependent.relationShip between federal and stateagencies. The

final i-ecommendationt''which-deals with federal administrative pro-

cedures, suggests a relaxation of some federa regula sa means

of improving the efficiency of federal polic and f4re1 ng better

relations among the different levels in the *educational system.

Recommendationrl: The federal government should establish an.

Area Cooperatives Progralm that would assist school districts in-

s.the mplementation of a broad,spectrumiof federal programs (e.g.,

Title I or Title VII of ESEA), state riform efnrts (e.g., changes
t

in sotool financing, in ear4icTdhood edu,(-.?ation, or in special

/
), education), and local change efforts (e.g.., desegregation- or
,adjustments to 'enrollment. decline). The Area Cooperatives .would

be staffed by practitioners, on "leave" from school districts within

a regional cluster. The program would be funded by the: ederal

government d administered by the States who would help establish

the Area Coop atives and ensure that they follow a fet of,oprin-
-J

below.ciples discuss

The most effective form,of assistance to lical school personnel

appears to be practitioner-based assistance offered V peers who are

familiar with the probjems and particularities of school systems. Yet,

despite the presence, of some talented staff in virtually every district,

teachers and administrators are seldom able to help colleagues in their

own district or nearby. Federal support for Area Cooperatives--centers

serving a consortia of districtscould allow, practitioners to pool

their experiences and to learn new skills together. Indeed, a peer-

based regional cooperative appears' uniquely able (a) to draw on local

expert* cheaply, and (b) to provide "crisis" aid as. well as regular

assistance to member districts.

*
Theoroposed Area Cooperatives, differ from the Regional Labora-

tories and Centers in a number of important ways: (1) they are staffed
by practitioners., (2) they are geared to the needs of a relatively small
area; (3) they are not concerned with the development of new practices,
but with the provision of assistance in areas related to day-to-day
management concerns as well as the implementation of planned change

efforts.
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4 .

Area CoOperatives would not require' Noivfedelcal funding. The
1

suppOrt reguiremtnts would be relatively modest-=salaries-for a small '

administrativeittaff, hOnorariafor local staff," ;leaye" to serve

as consultants to the districts in ./hp area, andlutds to support

sabbatical leave for a small nuthberof staff. in the area. ;School,

districts would pay part of the salary of their staff assigned tcerthe

AP's Coops. Moreover, because the Area,coopeeative's would comprise loosely

organized-network of professionals in an Srea,-administrative and travel

casts would be low. Area Cooperatives would also allow school diAts
to take adv ntage of economies of smle ifi personnel service?. For

example, di trict curriculum specialists can no longer be supported by

many districts in light ofjstudent enrollment decline. The Area Co -,

:_operatives could facilitate pooling of these valuable resources.

Area Cooperatives, in addition to 1:)ing more efficient, would be

more likelyjo provide assistance effectively because they would take

advantage of existing talent and be attuned to local conditions. jar-
-

ticipating,districts could receive continuing assistance that could be

extended through the critical' 'periods of implementatiot Moreover,.

the Area Cooperatives are consonant with long-term. objectives of local

capacity building and so can be tied tO other such policy initiali'ves,

particularly staff development and comprehensive...planning.
**

In short,

Presumably school districts also could reduce their reliance on
expensive consultants, who often are paid for by federal funds.

**
Area Cooperatives also offer the spoorturcity to estaOish a new

career path for school district personnel. The/decline in\student en .

rollment experienced by many school districtshas necessitated a re-
duction in teaching and administrative personnel, and concomitantly
has altered traditional career pat in many school districts. New
positions in the central office Ornew brincipalships are'not
available and 011 not be available in the foreseeable future., Not

.

only are thernumber of present staff positionsffectivelY frozn,
they also typically. are occupied by young individuals brought into the
district, or promoted quickly'upward; during the recent period of ex-
Tansion. Thus, retirement is unlikely to create job opepia0 in the
middle- or upper-management level. As a result, many vie principals
cannot hope to move UP to a principalship,,and classroom teachers who
expected to 'move into a central office resource position, must be con-
tent with their present situation. Area service center's be
utilized to provide "sabbatical" experience for district ff, as well
as to staff the center on a rotating basis with teachers or adminis-
trators "on leave."
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Area Cooperatives seem suited do provide thetype of adaptive *pie-

.mpntation assistance so lacking in today's educational system.

The federal legislation aueittriiI g hrea Cooperatives should

ablish guidelines that,states wou d,adapt to their own conditions

in administering the program. ()ter researchsuggests the following

oad features should be inicorptrated into federal guidelines:

ti

Area Cooperatives s d be administered a-fria separate axd

distinct provram with prescribed funding levels. State and

local 'educators emphasize,the Importance of protecting

service centers' funding; instead of making them an add-on

to other programs. For example,.state.officials point to

the experience of the Title III supplementaq centers and

services as anillustration of th'e difficulty of reserving ,

adequate funds when the level'of funding for the centers is

left to the discretion of the states. Only a few states

e.g., Oregon, New York, Texas, and Colorado) were able to

',.Out enough money into the Title III.centers to make them

useful to practitioners. (The centers in these states, in-

cidentally, have thrived even after Titje III funding' ended.)

in other states, political considerations !dictated that the

centers be starved so that Title III funds could be dis-

tributed to as many school districts as possible...School

personnel thetefore believe that it would be hard to protect

funds provided to the local school_disfrict for area centers.

One practitioner predicted: "We'd just go6ble it up'in

general salaries." (

Although thjs essaiy deliberately avoids making specific legis-
S lative proposals, it would be appropriate to point out several alterna-

tive wiys in wh4ch an Area Cooperatives program could be funded. One
possibilitylwould be to update the Title III Centers by establishing
the Area Cooperatives as part of ESEA, Title IV.C. If this legislative

/.

mechanism were used, then the Area Cooperatives should be a categorical
component of Title IV with protected funds. (The reasons for making
them categorical rather than left to the discretion of the States are
the same as those indicated above for.an independent program.) However,

an independent program would be preferable to incorporating Area Co-
operatives into Title IV because Title IV is associated with "change
agent" type projects, whereas the Area Cooperatives ought to provide
assistance to school districts for.alwide spectrum of problems.

\I 40
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2. Although Area Cooperatives would necessarily be affiliated

with state governments, they should have no'regulatory function--

i.e., they should collect nodata for state evalation nor help

the state in making'decisions about programs. They should only

provide assistance to school districts. When some states used

Title III Service Centers, for example, to do summative evalu-

atkons, considerable -distrUst_developed between school districts ..

and the Title III Serc;ce center-s-iaff, which blocked real

communication and assistance. Similarly; SEA efforts to assist

local school districts often have failed because local school

personnel felt thecould neither be candid about their problems

nor allow.SEAJofficials to observe them go%through the trial

and error,process that significant change requires. To provide

effective implementation assistance, Area Cooperatives would

have Vie-create a 'climate'that encourages open exchange among ,

participants. Fedgal legislation should prohibit regij atory

functions for the Area Cooperatives that might preven the

development of this cliMate.

. Area Cooperatives should offer comprehensive services. The

assistance capabilities of service centers should range from

specific curriculum advice.to general assistance the man-

agement of change.' (Many observers blame the failure of some

early Title III centers on their narrow and exclusive focus

curriculum and the absence of generalist "change agents.") It

is important that Abject matter specialists also be proficient,

in school,district management and in the implementation of

change. Michigan aims to do this, for example, by requiring

that its state-level program specialists rotate between pro-
.

grams. This enables staff to remember broader sy tem issues

and concerns as they wrk to carry out specific aMmatic

assistance

frea Cooperatives should have a broad-based governance atructure.

Many district and state efforts to,establish service centers
2

1 foe district staff have been thwarted because teachers perceived
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them as "administrators' projects" aimed at them, not as

resources set up for them. In addition, these centers often

failed to, offer services that teachers thought were important

or appropriate. As a result, teachers ignored these centers.

Moreover, different'actors in'a school district have different

views about the needs and interests that a service center

'should meet. A center governance structure that incorporates

thete varying perceptions is more likely to receive the sup-

port and commitment from all participants.

5. Area Cooperatives should provide for the needs of arninis-

trators as well as teachers: The critical role of middle
,

management is a recurring theme in research onplanned change
,

and school dist ict behavior. Yet, administrators typically

n\k,are neglected in forts to address the professional develop-

ment needs of district staff. Administrators as well as

teachers need assistance in developing problem- solving sk\lls

'and implementing their plans and decisions.

The five elements above are essential to an effective federal

policy in support of Area Cooperatives. In addition, the following
, I

ideas merit consideration for federal policy, although research and

experience have not yet fully demonstrated their utility:

Area Cooperatives should "sell" their services to member

school districts. Texas. Service Centers and some Northwest

Regional LaboratOry programs have required districts to buy

a "subscription" to receive services. This. requirement that

local school districts purchase -,services has promoted high

district commitment and has/led center staff to tailor ser-

vices to the expressed needs and interests of their "clients"

(rather than according to what center staff-'believe districts

"ought to need"). .

*
However, this strategy may be counterproductive in a time of

-declin7g,enrollment and consequent budget crises. Ironically, even
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o Area Cooperatives should be tied 'in with the National Dif-

fusion Network (NDN)..: The activities of state facilitators

`- funded by the NDN appear to be very'successful judging by the

opinions of local and state educators. The facilitators are

able to provide local; school personnel with an important out-

side ( eer) perspective and to assist them in handling the

broad system issues of management and planning. The programs

minated by the facilitator often serve as vehicles for

the facilitators and -local personnel. to start addressing the

more fundamental problems,and.concerns of the local school

system. Tying" the state facilitatbr,,network tcOhe Area Coops

would give state facilitators a "home"-and also add the broad

experience of a "change agent" to the center staff. The facili-

tator's broader network contacts Modld also provide a link

between Area COoperatives withinia 'state and NDN nationwide

activities.

o The federal government' should offer seminars and training

sessionor the. Cooperative's staff. State and local prac-

titioners who advocate federa4 support of.Area Cooperatives

believe the federal- government has an iMportant.function to

play.. They feel that federal level staff are in a-Oil:16e

d position to facilitate a national level exchange'of informa-

tion and ideas. Furthermore, federaLsUpport for seminars and

training sessions could afford an op tunity to develop common r

purpose Ad ,standards or a measure o uniformity and agreement

that, as the pat decade so clearly demonstrates, cannot be

legislated.

,

though local school'distriCt ersonnel most need implementation asSis-
-talite and help iR the management of change during a periokof retrench-
ment (because' mistakes and inefficiencies are more easily Abporbed
during a:time of/growth and expansion), these are precisely the services-
that are most likely to be trimmed as "nice but not'essential" during
.a-budget crunch.", Consequently,requiring local subscription to support
the Cobperative's activities may-serve to hamper.its viability, at
least in the short run.
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Recommendation 2: The federal government.should establish a

District-based Professional Growth PrOgram to improve school

districts' capacity to provide staff 'development on a regular

basis. The federal'government would pay for it, and the States,

as adminstrators,°would arrange funding, award, and evaluation

procedures based on federal, guidelines.

Federal support and leadership in local staff development would

provide leverage for federal efforts to improve educational effective-

ness. Many teachers,become less effective in their classroom as their

length.of tenure in the district increases.. Our research indicates

that teachers are most productive in approximately their third to

sixth year of teaching. After that point, the "best" teachers seem

'..to level off in effectiveness, as does the,"average" teacher. This

implies that teachers need a new kind of professional' development

experience after five to seven years of teaching id order,to maintain

their level of productivity and to continue to grow. ,

Moreover, the success of -a'new practice (or, indeed, of a tra-

ditional method) 'depends less on the inherent merit' of the teChnologyi

than it does on the skills and commitment of the user. Yet;4:teachers

often have 'been inadequately trained to deal with innovative teaching.-

aOrdaches'. Indeed, it has become apparent that 'the architects of

federal "Change "agent" programs grossly underestimated the magnitude

of teacher training or retraining necessary for the successful imple-

mentation of federal programs. For example, lack of appropriately

'trained teachers has been a major stumbling blOck in programs such' as

Title VII Bilingual Projects or Title I projects for the disadvantaged.

In addition,' such- programs as Career EdUcati , Right to Read,: and

Title III'have.suffered from inadequate to r training components.

As a result, many federally funded projects have been less effective

. -than planners hoped--not because of "resistance," "inadequate funding,

or "inadequate materials," but because staff did-not have the training"

See P. Berman, M. W. McLaughlin, Federal Programs Supporting
,Educational Change, Vol. VII: Factors Affecting 'Implementation and
Continuation, R-1589/T-HEW, April 1977.
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necessary for them to implement the new procedures or to sustain these

practices once federal funding terminated.*

In short, research indicates that local staff development activi-

ties could significantly improve the effectiveness of'teachers and the

implementation of local reform efforts. The federal government could

exercise significant leadership in staff development because (a) the

in-service workshops or other staff development prograMs offered by

most districts rarely meet c ?itical growth needs of teachers'and ad-

ministrators, and in fact, have sometimes been counterproductive, and

(b) staff development will probably be given short shrift by school .

districts in a time of declining enrollments and consequent fis6P1
**

pressure.

We believe the-; proposed District-based Professional Growth'Program

should be funded as a new federal program admimistered.by the States.

However, -other funding strategies could'be pursued. One pptiotf'would

by to designate' a categorical ten percent set -aside in the present

Title IV.0 program. ,This strateqywhich has the political advantage

of being an add-on to existing legislation, has, serious disadvantages.

A Title,IV administrative home would tend tcOstructure local and stpte

staff development efforts as "innovative projects".funded by temporary

federal "seed money"; in contrast, the,District-based Professional Growth

Program ought to aim for systemic change within 5.-hnH district, that .

could become a long-term hgrOWt; activity servicing -11=1 for a wide

variety of needs.

Asecond funding option would be to impose a staff development

10
"tax" on federally supported "Change Agent" Orograms, e.g., Title I,

Title IV, Title VII, Career Education, Right to Read, a d so on. This

*
Ibid.

**
See P. Berman and M. W. McLaughlin, "The Management of Decline,"

Shifting E rollm Challenge for,the'Coming Decade., U.S. Government
Printing 0 fice 1977. The expected cut -in staffuievelopment is ironic
becaUse decli e in student enrollment has forced many districts to re- 1

duce the of their teaching and administrativ,2 staff. As a rIpult,
district staffing h6s become relatively stable, and diStricts can no
lon.ger rely on "new hires",to impart fresh ideas and vitality. The
resulting rise in the overall level of staff experience is likely to
depresS the quality o district educational services.
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strategy encourages integration of these traditionally disparate and

disjointed staff developmentactivities with each other and with

existing dtstrict efforts, ,(The staff training component of special

projects often has only isolated and ephemeral effects because it is

unrelated to other disict practices and is essentially a "one-time"

activity. that cannot be continued.) Although this strategy would

promote thercoordination'and integration of various staff training

activities fat the local level,. it also has clear disadvantages. First

of all, it "could create additional and burdensomelJaperwork for local

and state 4roject officials. Second, this strategy could encounter

opposition from existing special project staff, who might fear that

a joint project effort would erode their own institutional power base.

Third,=this strategy could generate, conflicts between interest groups

concerning the allocation of the pooled resources.

A third option, the one we favor, is the establishment of a. new

sand distinct federal program. The main disadvantage of a new program

is indeed serious: it might require the allocation of additional

resources to education. But the jerits of this approach are con-

, siderable. First of all, a separate categorical effort in,the area

of staff development would provide a clear signal to state and local

school personnel concerning federal priorities; it would imply

the federal Oovernment co. tiers local capacity building to be a

fundamental need. 'd, federal program for local staff deve

ment could bring .:asure of coherence to federal efforts if the
4

program led to she integration of staff, development concerns within.

USOE. Local and state practitioners alike complain about the multi-

plicity.of dis[4rate and uncoordinated federal project efforts. It

s unrealistic, in their view, for federal officials to expect sta e

and local officials to plan comprehensively when a similar 'coordina

structure does not exist at the feder0 level.
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The federal legislation establishing the District-based Profes-

6rowth Program should provide guidelines that states would

adapt to their own conditions in administering the program. 'Our

research suggests .that the following principles Should be used to

develop the guilklines:'

1. The states should develop procedures for insuring that awards

to school districts be used to develop the (Rstriet1:3 capk;ity 1

to. Provide staff dppelopment. The procedures, which could

be expected to vary from state to state, would be submitted

to the administering federal agency in a three-year State

"Plan:, federal officials would be expected to assist SEAs in

developing the plan and in revising it on a three-year baSis.

2. Administrators should be explicitly included in staff develop-

ment programs. Although the professional development needs of

school district managers are no less important than those of

the teaching staff,c;b6ey have received little attention. The

principal is the "gatekeeper of change" and a critical influence

*The proposed program emphasizes the-development of school districts'
capacity to deliver staff development, rather than supporting the exten-
sive use of teacher training institutions or schools of education in

, local staff development programs. .Th se traditional sources of staff
development have not been included because focal practitioners almost
universally believe that teacher training institutions presently offer
neither relevant nor opportune services. For example, one practitioner
exhorted, "Staff development is critical: whatever you do [in designing
new policies], keep it out of the teachers' colleges." Accordingly,
teacher training institutions or-schools of education should be included
in local staff development activities only at We discretion of local
practitioners. If school districts elected to use,their funds to pur-
chase outside assistance, their purchasing power might provide, a strong
incentive for teacher training institutions to reexamine their present
practices and make changes in their mode of operation that would enable
them to work more effdctively with local school districts. The success-
ful collaboration of a number of the N.I.E. Teacher Centers and schools.
of Education testifies that'this institutional arrangeMent can be
mutually beneficial. Unfortunately, however, practitioners believe
that few teacher training institutions presently have either the ca0a-
city-or point of view necessary to a productive partnership.

O.

4-7 r
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*
on ,school site quality. Yet, on average, they lack general

management skills and'the ability to create a climate that

promotes teacher morale and professionalism. Instead, ad-

ministrators in many school districts--both at the school

site and "downtown"--often follow practices that constrain

teacher effectiveness and contribute to the,"calcification"

observed inJeachers after their first few years on the job.
,.,

3.: Staff development efforts should h9ve a school, site' component.

District-wide workshops or trainir4 sessions are almost uni-

versally see by by their intended beheficiaries as uninteresting,

irrelevant to their particular needs in the
.,

claSsroomr.and a

general waste of time. A school site approach to staff develop-

ment has the advantage ofallowing staff to identify and address

their interests, as well as the needs, particular. to their stu-

dent body and classroom.

\"

Moreover, district-wide efforts often fail because in-service 7

sessions usually enroll oni'y one or two teachers per school,

and participants may not receive support and encouragement

from their school colleagues as they try to implemeht the new

ideas or practices. An important component of,effective inno-,

vative projects is the presence of a "critical mass"--that is,'

enough participants in a given site to foster shared learning

**and give support for their mutual enterprise. ,The efforts

of isol,ated project staff can be hampered by the indifference

and, at-tAes, the hostility of non-project staff in their
4 71

school building. A school
r.
te approach can meliorate this

problem.
le

A school site approach to staff'development als briny. in

the incipal, which facilitates the leadership le that,

ee fr 589/4-HEW and R- 1589/7 -HEW. Also see M. W. McLaughlin
P. erman, "The Art of Retooling Educational Staff Development in

eri of Retrenchment," Educational Leadership, December 1977.
* *

R-1589/2-HEW, R-1589/3-HEW, and R-1589/4-HEW.
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our research suggests, is the most effective in today's

school climate. A principal who knows about the educational
4

practices that interest the staff, who can help the staff in

i mplementing these practices, and whom the staff sees as an

ally, is in the best position to stimulate high standards of

school quality.

4 Staff developMenj programs for a local school district should

have joint uo04,nonoe. Teachers and administrators should

have equal voice in determining the. nature, format, and fre-

quency of staff development activities. Parity in this

instance is important for at least three reasons. One, most

district in-service or staff developthent programs are charac-
,

terized by a "to down" style of decisionmaking that (fords

little opportunity for teachers to participate in de ermining

the format or naette of the activities. As a result, teachers

tend to ignore the programs as "something pushed by downtown"- -

as simply one more obligation that will probably require sub-

stantial personal time--and, thus, they participate in only a

ritualistisense.'j The, participatipn,of teachers in the

planning and design bf a d'Strict staff development program'

would contribute a sen e of "Nrship" as well as improve

the quality of the pr ram.

7 ,

The Change Agent Study fund that teacher pArticipation in project
decisionmaking increased the p obability that a federally support_.
Change Agent project would beeffectively implemented. This positive
relationship apparently was generated both by the sense of ownership
promoted_hi participation and by the fact that teachers had a better
sense of project problems and Possible solutions. Similarly, a number
of district officials have commented that teachers-are often more astute
than central office specialists in selecting_material appropriate for
staff and students, and in pinpointing why a particular educational
strategy is not figfilling expectations. This is not to argue, however,
that staff develol5thent programs should be entirely teacher governed.
The involvement of administrators has important practical and motiva-
4tional'aspeCts. Our experience with many Title III staff development
programs clearly demonstrate§ that middle-levej and top-level adminis-
trators need to-be informed about and committed to the focus and ob-
jectives,of staff development 'programs if they are to succeed or if
their effects are to be sustained. See R-1589/7-HEW.491
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5. 'Staff deVelopment programs should provide some rplposp timp

for participants. A frequent complaint of teachers is that

"!if the district really cared about our in-service/training,

they would give us time to attend the sessions." The issue

of release time is important because the provision of release

time implies that district officials value staff development

efforts. Teachers, then, are more likely tjkiake the programs

seriously. Moreover, teaching requires an enormous amount of

physical and psychic energy. It is unrealWic to expect

teachers to undertake significant learning or development

activities entirely on their own time. Most teachers simply

have'not the energy "after hours" to make the experience

meaningful. Some provision of release. time is crucial if

staff development activities are to De worthwhile.

6. .Staff development programs should cotain multip?°e and diffP21-

entiated options. People's learning needs change over ti e,

and everyone learnsn different ways. The staff development

needs of a beginning teacher are quite different from those of

a teacher with' five or more years of experience. The former

requires something akin .to "on- the -job training," while the

latter an benefit from a professional development exm=rier

that permits the synthesis of new concept's. The professional

deVelopment needs of administrators vary according to their

tenure in a'particular job and their educational background.

Effective-staff development should differentiate according to

levels of enerience and responsibility and also provide a

variety of formats--"hands-on" workshops, field trips, self-

directed study.,
9

The above features appear crucial to the effectiveness of a fede-

rally supported program of staff development. The following elements

also might be used, though research and experience have not yetkdemon-

strated their value:'
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Staff development efforts should be peor ha. !d. As the

preceding discussion of Area Cooperatives emphasizes, use

of outside consultants,,can be an expensive and often counter

productiv practice. _Furthermore, consultants wh6 come from

far away re often unavailable for timely follow-up. Using

peers as resources for Staff,development activities makes it

more likely that. services will be opportune., This model might

retain the advantages afforded by "out..,;:e perspective" by

explicitly tying district Staff development programs to the

activities akd resources of the Area Cooperati.Ves.

o Staff development activities should include a program of staff

ox(!hane with other school districts. Our research and recent

. studies of dissemipation emphasj,2e the importance of collegial
*rk

contacts iqjthe exchange and t0 s-fg- of information. Prac-

titioners'seek out colleagues for advice on new practices and

assessment of how _fo,:e practices would work in their particu-

far situation. Fv'aluatioo, on "exemplary

projrts," and JU prov _ practitioners

with tt type of information they want before committing them-

selves to a new practice. Unfortunately, the peer contadts

that could provide this important information. are infrequent.

A staff*exchange program would permit participants to interact

with peers in a different setting, and give the participants

enough time to understand those factors that enhance or impede

The experience of many of the N.I.E.-sponsored teacher centers
provides strong supriort'for a peer approach to professional develop=
ment. See, particularly, Kathleen Devaney, ed., Essays on Teachers'
Centers, Teachers' Center Exchange, Far West Labbrdtory for Educational
Reseq-rch and Development, 1977.

See R-1589/3-HEW, R-15.89/4=HEW; M. Fullan and A. Pomfret, "Re-

search on Curriculum and Instruction Implementation," Review of Educa-

tional Research, Vol. 47, No. 2, Spring 1977, pp. 335-397.; John A.

Emrick,' Evaluation of the National Digusion Network, Stanford Research

Institute, Menlo Park, California, 1977:
k
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particular new prctices. In turn, these "exchange personnel"

couldlprovide valuable outside perspective to staff in the

host.district.

o Professioni anizations '(NEA, AFT, AASA, etc.) should par-

ticipate in the planning and governance of the federal staff

development prcram. Professional organizations have an ob-

vious stake in th'I direction of a federally supported program

for local staff development. If brought, into the system,

these organizations could bye useful advocates. If excluded,

they could become powerful opponents. In many respects, the

professional. organizations' know more about local staff develop-

ment issues than any other federal (and probably state) level

agencies. The involvement of the professional organizations

makes sense not only because of their formal role in the

system, but also because. of their unique information con-

cerning local practices and preferences.

Recommendation 3: The federal government should revise ESEA

Title IV to function more effectively in strengthening the ad-

ministrative capacity of SEAs and enhancing their ability to play

a more effeet-;-)e-role in influencing LEA educational performance.

There is little ifformation about the ways SEAs function or about

the factors that affect agency practices. Consequently, our recommenda-

tions concerning the state agency must be very general and tentative.

We have inclUded theSe preliminary recommendations because our research

suggests that the long-run effectiveness will depend significantly on

the capacity of state education agencies. Local districts need assis-

tance; a federal pass-through or a federal-local link cannot provide

the appropriate support for LEA development and planned change.

ESEA Title V, aniattempt to strengthen the state departments of

education; suffered the same fate as many federal programs: good

ideas that were poorly implemented. It has now been consolidated

See J. T:'Murplix, State Education Agencies and Discretionary
Funds,Lexington Bodk§, Lexington, Massachusetts, l'974.
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into ESEA Title IV.0 but, in the words)hr one federal program official,

funds are still used for "maintaining, not strengthening." Recent USOE

investigations suggest that those 'monies nominally spent on institutional

development at the state level a're in fact generally being used to fund

positions and services that already exist. Few states use these funds

to support new efforts or activities that could improve their SEAs'

administrative capacity.

Nonetheless, many of the ideas and guidelines contained in the old

Title V legislation remain relevant and appropriate. However, consider-

ing the political difficulties of resuscitating Title V as a new program,

pit seems more feasible to strengthen the' provisions in t4 existing

Title IV legislation. The following suggestions 'are designed to use

Title IV as a vehicle for develoiing the capacity of SEAs to assist

school district's.

1. The federal government should require matching funds for

least part of the Title IV funds allocated for strengthenincv,

the. administrative capacity of SEAs.

The "strengthening" funds allocated through Title IV-C

generally not used to support developmental activities in the

SEA. Instetid, in many states, the Chief State SchoolrOfftcer

has come to view the strengthening funds provided by .Title V,

and now by IV.C, as an "entitlement" that could be used to

support established SEA -practices. (To this point, USOE on-

sitereviews reveal that some states have not bothered to

revise their "strengthening" objectives'in..yrither of years.)

A requirement that states provide matching funds, at least,in

part, for federal funds allocated to strengthening activities

might serve to foals SEA attention on the developmental objec-

tives of the fUnds--to think through3 program for'the use of

Strengthening funds rather than routinely allocate the funds

to routine activities.' A policy that combined the use of

53
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waivers of particular federal requirements with the incen-

tives implicit in a matching funds strategy might go even

further to encourage SEA's to undertake necessary planning

and development activities.

2. The Title IV State Advisory Group membership should be re-

vised to include expertise in the rn'ana0ement of change. The

Title IV State Advisory GrOup is supposed to 'represent the

"broad cultural and educational interests in the state."

Although this strategy works t5e6sure that no single inter-

est in the state will capture Title IV funds, this member-

_ ship scheme often fails' to provide broad advice to the state

and districts on the effective management of change.

A strategy of special interest representation, in many states,

has imparted an 'advocacy" flavor td the group's delibera-

--Ntions: As one state department offiCial put it, "The special

interest people simply sleep through the meetings until

something relating to their group is brought up. Then they

wakes,up and give a speech. The result is 'that we don't get.,

the help thisgroup could be giving us on how the program or

projects could be managed better." The State Advisory Group

also should include two.experts.in educational. admihistration

and the. management of hange.

3. Annual Program Plan requ rements should be revised to empha-

size a flexible iteva-five plo&ing process. State planners

emphasize program
/

oOectives and programs means, not the nature

of the planning process. The state plan is treated as a Con-

-, tract that states must fulfill; therefore, state officiaTs

commit themselves only to those program objectives they are
* ,

confident will be achieved during the year. -The ,contract-and

As on official put it, "I'd,be crazy to commit the state to any-
thing I wasn't sure we could do.. The Legislature would never allow us
to take risks with a legal document like that. So I just keep it all

to the minimum in order to avoid audit exceptions. I send in the Mini-
mum amount of information needed to get funded; the less we are account-
able for, the better."

4
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theguidelines'for the state plans inhibit alyreOts or

> _thoughtful program objectives and, in the view Or-many state

Title IV officials, also inhibit any real planning as well.

State Officials argue that they cannot possibly anticipate

everything that will affect program operations over time.

But because the present guidelines do not allow mid-course

revisions and amendments to the plan, there is no Meaningful

planning. The Change Agentraudy ,supports the vie' of many

c7)Title IV state officials that effective planning is a con-

tinuing, flexible process thattglik revised.andreasseSsed on

'the basis of_expe ience gained during-project impleMentation.

We believe that f deral guidelinewhould call for an adaptive

planning - process.

. Annual Progra-M P ans should be .extended to a period of three

years. SEA off.i ials almost.unan'imously oppose the present -.

requirement_to ubmi't an annual state' plan to USOE, because

of its ineffici ncy.: Annual submissiom requires considerable

duplication in ffort (i.e.., many statistics remain 'constant)

and artificial y attenuate's the time hori-zon because signifi-

cant change ca not Oe made in one.),year. The result is an

,-.-voitgloadof a ministrative paperwOrk, and a proliferation Of-
.

the same disjointed, unrelated, and incremental program,

management t t the federal Government would like -tip. replace.

A three-year state plan, annually updated, would permit,SEA

'Officials to plan more effectively..

States 'shou d key their awards of-Title IV.0 funds tO the

stages of t e local innovative process by awarding three types

T of grants- a planning grant of one: year durafion, an imple-

mentation rant of two to three years and an incor-
_

poration rant of two years duration. Fede al change agent

programs enerally award fixed-term grants regardless' of the

..*
For examal ,.one official complained: seems like we are

always filling o t state plan 'forms, and never actually accomplishing
Someb dy 'has to work:on that thing almost all year just, to

get it in ,on tire:"

..
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school district's'ability to introduce and sustain the inno-

vations they propose. Yet,we observed similar innovations

being approached and installed very differently by school4,
disdicts according to their capacities to innovate. For

example, one diftrict attempting to initiate a 'remedial

mathemati s projecbased on Piagetian principles was-14.

strugglingto operatiOnalize the philOsophical principles

of the project; anothee district funded at, the same time

and at an equivalent level was dealing with the project at

a more advanced had refined the philosophical

principles to meet local needs and was in the process of

producing classroomOaterials. When the three-year federal

grant ran out,-the project participants in the istrict

had learned to deal with he innovation, ut the distritt

could not afford to continue the other distridt had used

the federal money to begin di%trict-wide dissemination.

These'are but,two of the many cases pointing to the need for

a differential funding strategy. Rather than blatiket awards

for a fixed,.ngmber of years, states could award grants

according to whether a school district is initiating a new

project, implementing an already planned project design, or

incorporating within the district a project that the district

has successfully implemented on a limited, trial basis.

New projects would be started with a one-year granti It would

have two aims: 'to allow districts to produce a proposal that

satisfied state-determined'criteria (e.g..; problem jdentifica-

tion; needs-assessment, and personnel assignment); to enable

a district planning process that encouraged participation

frovdifferent levels in the district. (Research has suggested

that, such participation may be vital for successful' innovations.)

If a school district.- sought a follow-on grant, it mould be

required to>shOw State Education Agency (SEA) evaluators that
4.0

its planning process involved broad participation.

f

See R-1589/4-HEW.
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;The award for project implementation would pay districts

for up to three years to carry out new:educational practices',
,

Although tnis,grtnt would be similar to the present Title IV.0

award, iWould e preceded by the'planning grant process,

which would allow.S Ilk personnel to provide assistanc to LEAs

in planning-for project implementationA,Research ha shown

that the str4tegies chosen to implement a project can be

-pivotal forAhe project's success; SEA personnel altuld provide
/

,

.

useful advice oil appropriate strategies, adapted to the needs

of local iMplementors.

The need for a'pro,ject incorporation grant of up to two years

ariT,because school districts often cannot afford to sustain

or'spread even su cessful innovations after federal funding
.

ends: However cin addition to financial considerations, we

found that unths the saoOl district was committed,ito'make

the new educafitgRal practite-a standard part.of district

op4rations.-(as opposed to retaining its "special projects'
.

status), the,project would eventually fade away, regardless

of its past successor Staffrinterest. To help insure the

district's coMmitment, 'tates should (a) require Matching

grants from LEAs and/oro(b) arrange for on-site visits of SEA

personnel before awardincorporation grant:in order

to evaluate district plans for sustaining the innovation, as

well as to offer advice.

In addition to 'the abovemodifications in present TitleIV guide

li es-, a number of state officials have urged that the state plan

requirements be rewritten to include specific emphasis,on the develop-

ment of the local institutional capacity. In the view of these officials,

a requirement that the SEA have a program for assisting school distrjcis

in strengthening system operation§ would not only force the state

department to broaden its perspective on program operations but, in

many states, it would serve to draw the,attention of the state legis-

lature to this more general and fundamental issue. Because of its

legal stature, state officials feel that'the us,tate plan has(some real
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k

clout" with. both SEA staff and the legislature. 'Accordingly, they ...c

believe that thtse modifiCattons In state plat requirements would

have more than symbolic effect on SEA procedures. However, these

officials add, if state pIan'requirements arliNevised, Office of

c'.

Education guidelines should include examples,of what is intended in

terms of comprehensive planning and state level assistance in the

management of change at the lotal level.

Recommentatiop 4 Federal agencies should develop accounting
.

and programmatic control-procedures that permit the integra-

tion of federal and state (or local) categorical funds.
i

d'
Many:federal categorical efforts, particularly in the areas of

. .

bilingual, handicapped, and compemsatpryseducation, are less effective

than they might be because federal gdidelines,which proh ))it the
f

"commingling" of federal funds with state or local. dollars-oftenoften serve

to inhibit the programmatic coordination of similar initiatives at the

state and/or local levels. The bureaucratiecosts and red tape
k

associ5led with program coordination'have ofte Miscourard.states Of

1o6al districts from undertaking initiatives on their,
own in these

_W

areas. A single administrator, for example, could notgreceive salary

from Title I and still participate in the direction and planning of

district-sponsored compensatory efforts without complicated time

Allocation procedures. Likewise, specialist$ in compensatory education

cannot serve non-Title I children if they are paid wholly through

Title I. In short, although it is possible to prorate salaries, many

diStricts--especially the less affluent districts with minimal budget

and accountirio staff -- believe the administrative c.gslis are too high.

Thus, they either elect to duplicate staff efforts, or to forego a

local categorical prognam-altogether.

Moreover, in these cases where states have established their own

programs, the state programs are typically not welD'coordinated with

federal prOgrams addressing the same target groups. Consequently, many

resources are duplicated, some practice work at cross purposes, and
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the'range of services provided to the target populatiob is less

effective than it could be. For example, because ESEA Title I funds

cannot be mixed with California Early Childhood Education funds, a com-

prehensive plan utilizing both resources of fyf nding cannot be developed

at the school level. Title I eligible'youngAers,thus can receive

fewer benefits than they would if these state anti federal efforts were-

I combined. The coexistence of ESEATitle VII and California's Chacon

program fo the bilingual provides another,example of programs working

at-cross pu poses. Because the staff training designs are different

for these two programs--and because the sequencing of bilingual

activities differs as well--neither staff nor students can move freely

between, these two bilingual programs. Nor, of course, can these funds

be combined to avoid duplication of wha are, in the instance of

bilingual education, Orticula Ay scarce s ,and material resources.

Congressional concern that federal funds not lIpplant state or

local dollars is legitimate However, modification in federal policy

to allow commingling of administrative funds and to encourage program

coordination ould enhance the effectiveness of both state (or local)

and federal fu s. This policy might also provide an incentive to

Other SEAs and LEAs to begin their own projects and plan comprehen-

sively for the use of ttese pooled resources.

5(q


